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5th GGP User Conference
in collaboration with INED and the IUSSP
Paris, 23-25 October 2019
DEADLINE 26th APRIL 2019

This international conference aims to bring together researchers working with
data from the Generations and Gender Survey and invites them to present and
discuss their most recent methodological approaches and empirical findings.

Keynote Speakers:


Sunnee Billingsley (Stockholm University)



Michael Rosenfeld (Stanford University)



Daniele Vignoli (University of Florence)

We welcome the submission of abstract for presentation and poster that are
aligned with the conference's themes, such us:


Demographic behaviours of subpopulations and different social groups



Social mobility and inequalities



Division of paid and unpaid work



Cohabitation, union formation and dissolution



Subjective well-being and demographic outcomes



Labour market and economic well-being



Fertility intentions and their realization



Data quality and validation, methodological considerations in studying
demographic behaviour



Intergenerational links and transfers



Survey methods and implementation

This year, there will also be a special session on complementary data sources.
We encourage submission of papers using data that are similar to those in the
GGP, including (e.g.) the DHS, the FFS, and the HFD. We also invite submission
of papers combining the Gender and Generations Survey with other sources of
data.

This is the last week to submit abstracts: http://bit.ly/2VkWbGQ. Deadline is
on 26 April!

Data Visualization Workshop
with Ilya Kashnitsky in Partnership with the IUSSP
Paris, 22-23 October 2019

A two day workshop on visualizing life course data will take place ahead of the
GGP User Conference in Paris. Based on GGP data, the course will use R
and the power of Tidyverse to produce stunning and impactful data
visualizations of life course data.
Places are limited! Apply now here: https://bit.ly/2KN86N2.

GGP Master Thesis Competition

In order to promote excellence in the study of population and family dynamics,
the GGP is organizing a competition for the Best Master Thesis using GGP
Data. To qualify for the competition the thesis must have been successfully
defended between September 2017 and September 2019 and use GGP data.
An expert jury will evaluate all submissions and the winner will be announced
in late September. The winner will receive a 250 euro cash prize and a
certificate. The deadline for submissions is 1st September 2019.
For more information and application check the submission
page: https://www.ggp-i.org/community/masters-thesis-award/
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